Summary Notes for Albania

.AL

- No EPP in place just registry
- Recently .al has become available for use.
- DNS is not in Albania - It is in Italy where '.it' is.
- Within 3 months trying to get DNS in to country
- Have a “class C” of IP address space from RIPE
- Need to build primary server for .al and then other servers for sub-domains
- Maintenance and registering of domains is done by .al and is done via the web on a server in Italy.
- 3 people
- Part of government
- Currently using .com.al, .edu.al, .mil.al, .edu.al, .net.al, .org.al
- Just had a complete change of staff. Current staff built the server.
- For now only for Albanians and only for enterprises.
- Connectivity is dual-homed with AS number. One is from Macedonia and one from Montenegro.
- Two routers 3525, 2950 Cisco switches.